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Introduction 
 

As part of its efforts for peace and development in the volatile tribal areas, FATA Research 
Centre (FRC) has been holding regular seminars on various issues the people of the area are 
facing. The title of March seminar was "FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace 
and Development in FATA”. The seminar was attended by 30 participants. The invitees included 
lawyers, tribal elders, civil society representatives, political analysts, journalists, academicians 
and students. The purpose of the seminar was to promote better understanding of this complex 
issue and highlight the conditions in which FCR Amendments could produce better results for 
people of FATA. 
 
The objective of the seminar was to understand the amendments and their impact on peace 
and development in FATA. The speakers reflected on their merits, demerits and way forward.  
 
Under Article 1 of the Constitution, the tribal areas are part of Pakistan and the fundamental 
rights provided therein are applicable to Fata. However, through Article 247, the superior 
courts have been barred from exercising jurisdiction in Fata. Thus there is no judicial forum 
available for enforcement of the fundamental rights. It also provides that no Act of Parliament 
applies to FATA, unless the President of Pakistan consents as only he is authorized to amend 
laws and promulgate ordinances for the tribal areas. The elected representatives thus have no 
say in administration of FATA nor are they able to legislate for their constituencies. 
 
On August 12, 2011, President Asif Ali Zardari announced a FATA Reforms package in which the 
Frontier Crimes Regulation (Amendment) Regulation 2011 was included. The seminar produced 
a useful debate on the issue and pinpointed the hurdles to overcome and work towards peace 
and development in FATA.  
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FCR Background 
 
The Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) comprises of a set of laws of Pakistan that are applicable 
to FATA. The FCR dates back to the occupation of the Pashtun-inhabited frontier districts by the 
British in 1848 and were primarily formulated to curb their opposition towards British and 
government rule.  

The FCR permitted collective punishment and responsibility of family or tribe for crimes of 
individuals. It permitted punishment to be meted out by unelected tribal jargas and denied the 
accused the right to trial by court of law. Tribal chiefs were also responsible for handing over 
suspects charged by the federal government without specifying an offence. Failure to comply 
could make the tribal chiefs liable for punishment. 

The regulation in all denied following rights to the individuals 

 Those convicted for an offence by a tribal jarga didn’t have the right to appeal in any 
court of law. It gave the federal government the right to seal private property and to 
convict an individual without due legal/court proceedings.  

 It let the government restrict the entry of a tribal man into a settled district in the rest of 
Pakistan. The discriminatory provisions of the regulation, both substantive as well as 
procedural - e.g. selection of jarga members (section 2), trial procedure in civil/criminal 
matters (sections 8 & 11), demolition of and restriction of construction of hamlet, village 
or town in FATA (section 31), method of arrest/ detention (section 38 & 39), security for 
good behavior (sections 40, 42), imposition/collection of fine (sections 22-27), etc are in 
violation of the Constitution of Pakistan.  

 The FCR in totality denies tribal residents: the right to be dealt in accordance with the 
law; the security of person; safeguards to arrest and detention; protection against 
double jeopardy or self- incrimination; the inviolability of the dignity of man; prohibition 
of torture for the purpose of extracting evidence; protection of property rights; and the 
equality of citizens. 

Present Situation 
President Asif Ali Zardari promulgated the Frontier Crimes Regulation (Amendment) 2011 on 
August 12, following which the government circles and some commentators termed it a historic 
development for Peace and Development in FATA. However, it was equally criticized for being 
impractical. The two major bones of contention were the Action (in Aid of Civil Power) 
Regulation and FATA Tribunal. 
 
Action (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation 
The federal government issued two identical notifications — Action (in Aid of Civil Power) 
Regulation 2011 — for FATA and the Provincially Administered Tribal Areas (PATA) that give 
unprecedented powers to armed forces combating terrorism in these areas with retrospective 
effect from February 1, 2008, and also allowing them to detain terror suspects for 120 days. 
This would again lead to misuse of power and nullify the dilution of some of the draconian 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
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provisions in the FCR. This regulation allows for the military to intern suspects arbitrarily, and 
permit the military to occupy any citizen’s land without compensation. Further, the regulation 
allows a court to punish a suspect solely based on the testimony of one army officer, which 
violates Pakistan’s evidentiary law. 
 
From FCR Tribunal to FATA Tribunal: 
Another amendment was about the FATA tribunal which is an appellate body with powers to 
hear complaints of the tribal people against the judgments passed by the political authority. 
The erstwhile FCR Tribunal comprised provincial law and home secretaries and in case of a 
dissenting opinion between two the issue was referred to the chief secretary. 
Under the amended law, the tribunal consists of a chairman being a person who has been a civil 
servant of not less than BPS-21 having experience of tribal administration.  
Of its two other members, one shall be a person who is qualified to be appointed as judge of 
the high court and well conversant with the local traditions, while the other should have been a 
civil servant of not less than BPS-20 having experience of tribal administration. People from 
legal fraternity have criticized the composition of the tribunal and marked it impractical. 
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Profiles of the Guest Speakers 
 

Ijaz Mohmand , from Mohmand Agency, is an advocate working in Peshawar. He is a law 
graduate from Peshawar University and is President of FATA Lawyers Forum. He also remained 
the General Secretary of FATA Grand Alliance. Before that he worked with the Reform 
Committee as a member of the committee.  He suggested that the solution of FATA lies in the 
separation of Judiciary from Executive. The extension of Supreme Court and High Court 
jurisdiction is his recommendation for peace and development in FATA. These two suggestions 
have been considered by the FATA Lawyers Forum and the FATA Reforms Movement as well.  
 
Iqbal Khyberwal is a tribal elder of Khyber Agency. After getting education up to intermediate 
he devoted his life to the people of FATA. He witnessed many ups and downs as far as the 
struggle for development of FATA is concerned. He remained the general secretary of FATA 
Grand Alliance which worked for promoting public awareness. He has also provided his services 
as member of the FATA Reforms Committee which prepared complete reforms package and got 
it approved from former President Musharraf. A complete reforms package was announced on 
23rd March 2002 by President Musharraf on the basis of these recommendations.  

Iqbal being a tribal elder arranged many jargas against militants of Mangal Bagh. He also 
remained very active in the Aman initiatives (peace process). He spoke in various national and 
international conferences by Human Rights Organization and civil society, for peace and 
prosperity of FATA.  
 
Samiullah Afridi is a practicing Lawyer. He got his law degree from Peshawar University. Being 
the chairman of International Human Welfare Association he helped in release of numerous 
prisoners on humanitarian basis. 
He has contributed in the development of FATA from the platform of FATA Lawyers Forum. He 
has made several efforts for the development of FATA.  
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Key Notes from Guest Speakers 
 
Key notes from Ijaz Mohmand Speech: 
 

 The International scenario at the time of implementation of FCR in 1901 must be taken 
into account. The national and international scenario on 12 August 2011 is also 
imperative to be considered, because without looking into national and international 
scenario, it will be difficult for us to understand various developments on FCR. 

 Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani came into power and gave a hundred days program in 
which he mentioned the complete abolition of FCR. The FATA Lawyers Forum conveyed 
their message to the PM that complete abolition of FCR is not an easy task, if not 
impossible. The abolition of FCR will lead to the enforcement of Shari ‘a law in tribal 
areas because there is no other system available for FATA. Apart from implementation 
of Shari ‘a law, common laws of Pakistan are difficult to implement in FATA. A week 
later the PM announced reforms in the FCR. 

 The Parliamentarians from FATA are not aware of the FCR or its implications; they have 
no knowledge of the articles and sections of FCR and the executive and judiciary under 
FCR. 

 FATA Grand Alliance (FGA) in collaboration with tribal elders, lawyers and other civil 
society members worked and prepared a reform package but the reforms that FGA 
prepared are not the same reforms that the government announced. 

 FGA  demanded four major reforms that are; 
o the establishment of local government system in FATA  as enforced by former 

President Pervez Musharraf  in 2002 
o the separation of executive from judiciary 
o Amendments in FCR   
o Demand of elected council for FATA  

 President Reform Package has three things: 
o The extension of Political Parties Act to FATA 
o Amendments in FCR 
o FATA Tribunal given the same status as Supreme Court 

 FCR Amendments are as follows 
o Arrested persons should be presented in front of a magistrate, however 

Assistant Political Agent (APA) would be considered as magistrate. 
o Minors, women and elders above 60 years are excluded from  arrest 
o Audit of the budget allocated to FATA through Auditor General Pakistan 
o Minimization of collective responsibility clause to affect a family rather than the 

tribe. The powers of political agent to destroy the house or Hujra of any 
tribesman were amended to compensate the owner of the destroyed house.  

 FATA reform package is still not implemented in the area. 

 Lawyers of FATA complained to the Governor, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa that at least he 
should read the amendments before promulgation.  
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 A committee was formed for reforms under the chairmanship of Justice Ajmal Mian 
which also consisted of Supreme Court lawyers. According to the recommendations of 
this committee, FATA Tribunal would be chaired by a retired High Court Judge. There 
shall be three members of the tribunal in which the chairman will be an officer of grade 
21 while the two members would be officers of grade 20. It was compulsory in the 
notification for one of the two members to be well familiar with the tribal customs, 
though it was not mentioned that he must be from FATA. The seat has been filled by a 
lawyer affiliated with Pakistan People’s Party (PPP). The third member is Akbar Khan 
who has retired a month before as FCR Commissioner. So whenever you want to appeal 
against the decision of APA Court you need to go to Commissioner and then to FATA 
Tribunal.  

 FATA Tribunal is like a Supreme Court for FATA and the Commissioner who joined the 
FATA Tribunal, had dealt with many cases during his Commissionership in FATA and it is 
not logical to expect that he will give decision against his own verdicts. It is illegal for 
him to hear the same cases in FATA Tribunal. 

 Section 199 in the Constitution of Pakistan gives every citizen the right to go to High 
Court in case of any violation of his right, even one can complain against the noise in his 
neighborhood. But this right has not been given to the people of FATA under FATA 
Tribunal.  How can a bureaucrat, retired and 60 years of age, deal with the cases of 10 
million people. There is a huge difference between the thinking of a bureaucrat and a 
Judge. 

 The current reforms were to be made in 2008 but some elements were creating hurdles. 
These hurdles were of both national and international nature and these forces 
compelled the government to enforce Civil Power Regulation (CPR) first. The CPR came 
in 2011 while it was enforced from 2008. 

 I personally oppose FATA as a separate province because it will lead to the same 
situation as it was in 1867 and 1901. USA and Israel want FATA to remain a separate 
province. They would remain in Afghanistan even after NATO forces withdraw from 
Afghanistan and will continue to control the South and Central Asia. Unfortunately, 
FATA is a 1700 kilometer long border between South Asia and Central Asia, due to which 
it has geo-strategic importance.  

 FATA is part of Pakistan under article 1 of the Constitution of Pakistan but none of the 
fundamental rights are extended to FATA. Our parliamentarians cannot legislate for 
FATA; President is the sole authority to extend laws for FATA under sub-article 4 of 
article 247 of the Constitution of Pakistan. Under sub-article 4 no one has the right to 
legislate for FATA. 

 Human Rights exist in FATA but the machinery which protects them does not exist. 

 The lower courts exist in FATA but they are working under the executive authority of 
political agent. That’s why we demanded the separation of Judiciary from Executive. 
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Key notes from Iqbal Khyberwal Speech: 
 

 People of FATA do not even know about CPR. They need to be educated regarding 
different laws and other matters. CPR is more brutal than FCR. 

 Tehreek-e -Qabayal (Movement of Tribesmen) made FATA reforms Committee in 2000 
in a Jarga and after brain storming we prepared a comprehensive draft for FATA 
reforms.  It was then sent to President Musharraf, who accepted the package on 23 
January 2002.  It is a complete package because it was made with consensus of all who 
participated in the debate.  

 Under Tehreek-e-Qabayal’s FATA reforms, the powers of Political Administration were 
reduced and on the other hand these powers were recommended to be given to the 
people through Local Government. There were recommendations for changing the 
name of Frontier Crimes Regulation to FATA Crimes Regulations and suggested for each 
clause and sub-clause to be amended. There were recommendations which demanded 
law enforcing agencies and departments such as Levies and Khasadar forces to be 
organized properly.  A judicial system in accordance with the tribal customs and 
traditions was also recommended however it was not enforced. 

 The so-called people’s government of PPP brought reforms which are insufficient and 
contrary to basic human rights. The government played with the sentiments of people 
of FATA because they are illiterate and unaware of their rights.  These reforms have 
made the issue of FATA more complex. People are still unaware of the reforms and its 
scope. 

 Under CPR anyone can be declared miscreant by an official, while no one can appeal or 
protest against the CPR, even no one can justify or defend oneself against these 
allegations. We were eager to get rid of the FCR and unlimited powers of political 
administration but this recent development in shape of CPR is worse than the previous 
two. 

 Under the FCR, security forces were not allowed to enter any house but now under the 
CPR they can enter any premises without any prior permission. The forces personnel are 
mostly from Punjab and they do not know the tribal customs and norms and they do not 
know that entering a tribal house is a serious crime in the tribal society. But many 
incidents were reported when forces entered tribal houses without seeking permission. 
We have been caught between the militants and the government brutality and are living 
the lives of hostages.  

 One can divide the opinion of people of FATA into three categories. One is the privileged 
class in FATA which is favoring the status quo. This class has its own interests in 
maintaining the status quo. The second category is of educated people of FATA living 
outside the tribal areas, who believe in the extension of Pakistan’s law completely to 
FATA as it is in settled areas. But they ignore the nature of the tribal society as well as 
the opinion of tribal people. The third category is of people to whom I belong and it 
consists of the moderate class which believes in change in FATA but gradually. 

 The power of political administration should be curtailed and shifted to the local 
government. Though the local government failed to deliver in the rest of Pakistan but 
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still it is in FATA’s interest to have local government system.. This system can be 
reformed by removing the flaws in it and after purifying this system it should be 
implemented in FATA. 

 There should be Union Council, Tehsil Council and Agency Council. Above all these 
councils, there should be a Grand FATA Council with Executive and Legislative authority. 

 FCR needs much more amendments; the recent few amendments are insufficient. 

 The law enforcing agencies need to be well organized.  Levies and Khasadar forces 
should be well equipped and well trained. 

 An independent judiciary which has the capacity to adjust our Jarga system should be 
extended to FATA. This judiciary must be independent and separate from the executive 
and it should be free from intervention of political administration. 

 The demands of our educated class go contrary to the wishes of local tribal people. The 
educated class wants abrupt changes which includes the complete replacement of tribal 
setup by police and courts. On the other hand, the people of FATA hate these two things 
i.e police and courts system. When the educated people talk about the complete 
replacement of tribal structure which is not acceptable to local people, the bureaucracy 
supports this class and convinces the people to oppose the change.  

 

Key notes from Samiullah Afridi Speech: 
 

 FCR is a regulation which was enforced in Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (then NWFP) and 
Baluchistan in 1901 by British Government. When Pakistan came into being these 
regulations were removed from Baluchistan and Khyber Pukhtunkhwa, but 
unfortunately were kept intact in FATA. 

 FCR is contrary to the fundamental human rights. Political Agent of an agency is 
representative of Federal Government and he enjoys both the administrative and 
judicial authorities and his authority is unchallengeable. He is the final authority in all 
affairs and can arrest anyone for unlimited periods and without due process or reason. 
He can also prolong the illegal confinement. No one can question the Political Agent in 
FATA. 

 There are many parliamentarians from FATA but they cannot legislate for FATA because 
the Constitution of Pakistan does not give them their right of legislation. Article 247 of 
Constitution of Pakistan is an article which snatched right of legislation from the 
parliamentarians. According to this article none of the Acts of Parliament are extendable 
or enforceable in FATA. Under this article, the jurisdiction of Supreme Court and high 
court was not extended to FATA. 

 Constitution of Pakistan has not even given me the fundamental rights. We are not 
equal in rights as compared to the other citizens of Pakistan. Even the minorities living in 
Pakistan have more rights than people of FATA, because the minorities can go to high 
courts or Supreme Court but we cannot go to courts to seek justice. So people of FATA 
have been treated discriminately from the very beginning.  

 In case of any loss the victims are being compensated in rest of Pakistan while for the 
last 10 years there is a continuous war raging in FATA where no one was compensated 
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for men and material losses. The condition of IDPs in Jalozai Camp is distressing where 
thousands of people are living. Other displaced people of FATA are struggling to get the 
IDP status so that they could get some assistance. If this discrimination with people of 
FATA continues they may declare their accession with Afghanistan. It would lead to 
another Baluchistan. 

 FCR is much better than CPR because the operating forces in FATA including Frontier 
Corps (FC) and regular forces are authorized to arrest or confine any one. As the arrest 
started in 2008 so the CPR has been implemented from that date. All detentions after 
2008 became legal under CPR. Apart from this, the forces can capture any building for 
their use without any notification.  They can make any place as an internment center. 
However no internment center has been officially declared so far. 

 People of FATA have very successfully seen the practice of Jarga as an alternative 
dispute resolution institution, so there will be no clash between the two (judicial system 
and Jarga) if the court system is extended to FATA. 
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FCR Amendments: Merits and Demerits 
Merits 

 FCR amendments are a big leap which would prove to be a milestone for further 
reforms. 

 FCR amendments provide right of bail to the accused, but it would be mandatory to 
produce them before the magistrate within 24 hours of arrest. 

 FCR amendments make sure women, children below 16 years and old men above 65 
cannot be arrested or detained under the collective responsibility clause. 

 FCR amendments provide guarantee that entire tribe will not be arrested  whereas a 
step-wise action will be taken in case of a crime by first involving male members of 
the family followed by sub-tribe and then by other sections of the tribe. 

 Through FCR amendments, a new section has been added which provides room for 
action on false prosecution in civil and criminal matters while the defendants will be 
entitled to adequate compensation in criminal matters and compensatory costs in 
civil matters. 

 FCR amendments make certain that no person will be deprived of his property 
without adequate compensation as per prevailing market value in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in the Land Acquisition Act 1894 in settled areas. 

 Through FCR amendments, funds at the disposal of a political agent have been 

brought under the audit by Auditor General of Pakistan. 

 Section 58A has been inserted into the FCR to make provision for jail inspection by 
the Fata Tribunal, while the appellate authority and political agent rules will be 
framed for regulating the agency welfare fund. 

 

Demerits: 
 Even after passing of 6 months FCR amendments have not been implemented. 

 Section 199 in the Constitution of Pakistan gives right to any citizen to go to High 
Court in case of any violation of his rights but this right has not been given to the 
people of FATA. Similarly, Action (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation 2011has been 
highly criticized. This regulation allows the military to intern suspects arbitrarily, and 
permits the military to occupy any citizen’s land without compensation. Further, the 
regulation allows a court to punish a suspect solely based on the testimony of one 
army officer, which violates Pakistan’s law of evidence. 

 FATA Tribunal is an appellate body with powers to hear complaints against the 
judgments passed by the political authorities. People from legal fraternity have 
criticized the composition of the tribunal and marked it impractical. 

 FCR amendments do not separate judiciary and executive in FATA. 

 FCR amendments do not provide constitutional rights to the people of FATA. 

 FCR amendments have given the right of the bail to the people of FATA but it has not 
been implemented yet. 

 FCR amendments have failed to provide fundamental rights to the people of FATA. 
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Way Forward (Recommendations) 
 

The last time any meaningful reforms were undertaken regarding FATA were in 1997 when 
people inhabiting this tribal borderland of over 27,220 square kilometers were granted 
universal adult franchise. Now, 14 years later more piecemeal reforms have been announced by 
extending the Political Parties Order, 2002, to FATA to allow formation, organization and 
functioning of political parties in seven tribal agencies and six frontier regions. Efforts have also 
been made in amending the FCR 1901 by trying and bringing this law in conformity with basic 
human rights. FCR 1901 has been amended for the first time in 110 years and this alone 
explains the significance of the occasion and the importance of the amendments made in this 
old British colonial-era regulation. Experts from different fields think that these reforms are 
insufficient and following reforms should also be included  

 

 Judiciary must be independent and separated from the executive and it should be free 
from political administration interventions. 

 An independent judiciary which has the capacity to adjust the tribal Jarga system should 
be extended. 

 People of FATA were demanding to get rid of the FCR and unlimited powers of political 
administration but this recent development in shape of CPR is worse than the previous 
two so CPR should be abolished. 

 The power of political administration should be curtailed and shifted to the local 
government. 

 There is demand of union council, tehsil council and agency council headed by Grand 
FATA Council with Executive and Legislative authority. 

 The law enforcing agencies should be well equipped and well trained including levies 
forces and khasadar forces.  

 Fundamental rights and constitutional rights should be provided to the people of FATA. 

 The decision regarding status of FATA should be made immediately so that it could help 
to bring FATA to mainstream. 
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Annexure A 
 

FATA Monthly Seminar Series 
 
 

Topic: FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA 

 
Date: March 28, 2012 
Timings: 14:00 – 17:30 hrs 
Location: FRC, 23 A, Street 28, F10/1, Islamabad. 
Contact: 051-2112853, 051-2112554, 0343-8511353 
 
Guest Speakers:    
Mr.  Ijaz Mohmand (President FATA Lawyer Forum) 
Mr. Justice Ajmal Mian (Chairman FATA Reform Committee) 
Mr. Zahir Shah Safi (FATA Reform Movement) 
Mr. Samiullah Afridi (General Secretary FATA Lawyer Forum) 
Mr. Iqbal Khyber Wal (FATA Reform Movement) 
 
 
 
 

Time Item Owner 

14:00-14:30 Arrival of Guest and Registration Ms. Erum 

14:30 -14:35 Welcome, Purpose, and Agenda  Mr. Zaheer 

14:35 -14:45 Introduction of FRC, Projects and Seminar Series Dr. Ashraf 

14:50-15:05 FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA 

Mr.  Ijaz Mohmand 

15:10- 15:25 FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA 

Justice Ajmal Main 

15:30-15:45 FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA 

Mr. Zahir Shah Safi 

15:50- 16:05 FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA 

Mr. Samiullah Afridi 

16:10-16:25 FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA 

Mr.  Iqbal Khyber Wal 

16:30- 16:50 Question & Answer Session Open 

16:50- 17:00 Conclusion, Thanks and Adjournment Dr. Ashraf & Mr. Zaheer 

17:00 -17:30 Hi-Tea All participants 
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Annexure B 

List of Participants 
 

S.N Names Representation 

1.  Ijaz Mohmand President FATA Lawyers Forum 

2.  Sami ullah Afridi General Secretary FATA Lawyers Forum  

3.  Iqbal Khyberwal FATA Reforms Movement 

4.  Khalid Aziz Researcher National Defense University 

5.  Dr Ashraf Ali President FRC 

6.  Saif Ullah Mahsud Executive Director FRC 

7.  Amjad Zarin Reporter 

8.  Khitab Gul Program Officer Danish Embassy 

9.  Mansur Khan Research  Director FRC 

10.  Rabia Pir Correspond VOA Deewa 

11.  Hina Akhtar Communication Consultant Danish Embassy 

12.  AnwarUllah Khan Journalist  Bajaur 

13.  Amber Aziz Student  

14.  M. Ishfaq Khan Development Officer Danish Embassy 

15.  Mehmood Jan Babar B. Chief CNBC TV 

16.  Quraysh Khattan Journalist 

17.  Pir Fahad Ali Shah  Supervisor HCCI 

18.  Tahir Amin  Sub Editor  

19.  Qadeer Tariq Student 

20.  Muhammad Zaheer Khan Programme Manager FRC 

21.  Ishfaqullah Showl  Editor  

22.  Rana Muhammad Aatif  Assistant Admin & Finance FRC 

23.  Erum Ayaz  Program Assistant FRC 

24.  Umar  Iqbal IT Engineer FRC 

25.  Imdad Hussian Reporter 

26.  Muhammad Jaleel BBC 

27.  Khaham Saleem Student 

28.  M. Azeem Basharat Student 

29.  Shamila Keyani Program Officer 

30.  Ayaz Ahmad IOM 

31.  Sharafat Ali Ch Advocate 
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Annexure C 

FATA Reforms, Amendment in FCR not healing wounds 

FRC Report 

(ISLAMABAD, March 29, 2012): Government has failed to implement the recent reforms in 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and amendments in Frontier Crime Regulation (FCR) 
even after a passage of more than six months, which is causing frustration among people. It is 
imperative to ensure early implementation on these reforms to give relief to people of tribal 
areas. This was a consensus of cross sections of society during a seminar on “FCR Amendments: 
A way forward or hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA” held with FRC President Dr 
Ashraf Ali in the chair. Ijaz Mohmand, President FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF), Iqbal Khyberwal, 
President FATA Reforms Movement (FRM), Samiullah Afridi Secretary General FLF, Executive 
Director FRC Saifullah Khan, Director FRC Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the seminar, which 
was attended by people from all walks of life including lawyers, politicians, educationists, 
journalists and civil society activists who in length discussed FATA Reforms and amendments in 
FCR. The participants of the seminar were of the view that an international conspiracy is being 
hatched in FATA where all national and international players are active to protect their own 
interests and they are not ready to give any place to national interest of Pakistan. FATA is a 
bordering area between Central and South Asia and this geo-strategic importance is the only sin 
of tribal people. The seminar was informed that during Musharraf regime in 2000 a FATA 
Reforms Committee was constituted which after an eight month long brain storming session 
prepared a comprehensive reforms package. The package was approved by Musharraf in 2002, 
but this package was not implemented and now the Government instead of looking the other 
way must ensure implementation on this reforms package. The Government has failed to 
implement the Reforms and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other 
force to interfere in their affairs in FATA, the participants maintained, adding that the there are 
many parallel forces operating in FATA because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room 
to other and ultimate sufferers are people of tribal areas. 

Reforms should not be made in haste as no short term plan will succeed in FATA and the 
Government should give relief to people in tribal areas and take them into confidence for 
reforms and amendments in FCR. Ijaz Mohmand, President FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF) rejected 
the status of separate province for FATA saying that the US and Israel are eager to see FATA as 
a separate province through which they can control the whole of Central and South Asia. “As a 
first step Government should give a local government system to tribal areas, but it should be 
elected through adult-franchise and not by selection as in the past. Secondly the judiciary 
should be separated from executive to ensure speedy justice, government should give FATA 
Council, an elected Assembly and make amendments in FCR keeping in view the basic human 
rights”, Ijaz demanded. 

“We struggled for reforms in tribal areas but not such reforms where security forces can arrest 
anyone without reason and give him solitary confinement and even hang him without any trial 
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and if any person raises his voice he is treated as a terrorist”, Ijaz revealed. Under FATA reforms 
security forces cannot arrest any woman, old man or child, but still there are children below 15 
and old men up to 80 years of age in different jails and other concentration camps and their 
number is in hundreds, he disclosed, adding as to why the government is silent over these 
violations of human rights. He was of the view that people who do not know anything about 
FATA are at the helm of affairs as Prime Minister Gilani announced that he has repealed FCR, 
because the annulment of FCR means imposition of Sharia in tribal areas. He said that extension 
of Political Parties Act will not serve the cause of tribal people as political parties are not 
capable to start political activities in FATA. FATA Council will be a guarantee for initiation of 
political process because it will bring local acceptable people on forefront. 

Iqbal Khyberwal, of FATA Reforms Movement termed recent amendments in FCR as salt 
rubbing on wounds of tribal people. In spite of giving any relief government put tribal people 
hand tied in front of vultures. “There are three mindsets in FATA, one is favoring status-quo for 
its own sake, another mindset consisting of tribal people living in settled areas, who want 
imposition of laws at once while third consists of moderates who want a better solution of the 
problem”, Iqbal Khyberwal revealed. He suggested constitution of a Grand FATA Council to 
represent for governing in tribal areas, broader and better amendments in FCR and capacity 
building and organization of law enforcement agencies and an independent judiciary in tribal 
areas. Samiullah Afridi of FLF was of the view that people of FATA are backward and no effort 
was made during the last 65 years to bring them into mainstream or involve them in socio 
economic process of the country. “Bureaucracy is the main hurdle in development and 
empowerment of tribal people because it is not ready to give powers to people for sake of 
hiding their own corruption”, Afridi maintained. FCR was enacted in 1901 by British, but 
unfortunately after independence no government tried to repeal this notorious law which is 
totally against the basic human rights, he said, adding that elected people from FATA have also 
failed to play their role. “If situation remained the same and people of FATA were not given 
their rights to live freely and get involved in economic activities, they will be forced to 
announce their merger with Afghanistan”, he cautioned. Earlier in his welcome address Dr 
Ashraf Ali highlighted the importance of amendments in FATA saying that rejection of reforms 
and amendments will not serve the interest of people of FATA. “We must take it as the first 
drop of rain and work to get more and better reforms for tribal areas. The participants of the 
seminar were of the view that Government should take back the recently made amendments in 
FCR and FATA Reforms and take people of FATA into confidence for better solution of the 
problem. They demanded the extension of jurisdiction of Supreme Court of Pakistan and High 
Courts to FATA, which would allow people to appeal against the decisions of political 
administration given against them. If jurisdiction of High Court would have been extended to 
tribal areas at this time thousands of petitions would be there. It took Federal Government 
three years to announce reforms for FATA and amend the FCR because the vested interest 
forces are not ready to compromise on their interests, the move in this regard was made in 
2008 and announcement was made in 2011 but implementation is yet a dream. 
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Annexure D 
Transcriptions 
 
FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA 
 
Ijaz Mohammad 
 

Thank you. We cannot ignore the international scenario when FCR was being drafted and 
enforced in 1876. At that time, there were two powers in the region and they needed a buffer 
zone, where they intended to plan for the coming century and FATA was declared the buffer 
zone between them. Then we must take into consideration the international scenario at the 
time of implementation of FCR in 1901. The national and international scenario on 12 August 
2011 is also imperative to be considered, because without looking into national and 
international scenario, it will be difficult for us to understand various developments on FCR. 
When Prime Minister Gilani came into power he gave hundred days program in which he 
mentioned the complete abolition of FCR.  
Later on we arranged a press conference to tell the PM that complete abolition of FCR is not an 
easy task if not impossible. We said the abolition of FCR will lead to the enforcement of Shari ‘a 
law in tribal areas because we do not have any other system for FATA except Shari ‘a. There are 
people who have shown the intention to implement the Shari ‘a law in FATA. Apart from 
implementation of Shari’a laws, common laws of Pakistan are difficult to implement in FATA. 
However, recently PM announced reforms in the FCR. 
The Parliamentarians from FATA are not aware of the FCR, its implications; they have no 
knowledge of the articles and sections of FCR and the executive, judiciary under FCR in FATA. 
However we with the collaboration of tribal elders, lawyers and other civil society members 
worked on it and prepared a reform package. It was the FATA Grand Alliance which prepared 
those reforms; I was the General Secretary of it then. But the reforms that we prepared are not 
the same as the government announced. There were four major things to be amended and 
reformed including the establishment of local government system in FATA; same as Musharraf 
enforced in 2002. It was a good system, but unfortunately the government converted the 
election into selection while government converted elected council as a selected council in 
FATA. The second thing we put forward was about the separation of executive from judiciary. 
Third we demanded that FCR should be amended. The fourth important thing which we 
included in that package was the issues of status of FATA and we demanded elected council for 
FATA. We demanded the status of FATA Council members as equal to that of member of 
National Assembly (MNA). 
But the amendment package announced by the Government in August was consisting of three 
things. One was the extension of Political Parties Act to FATA. We call the extension of this act 
insufficient and a failure. I challenge the politicians to go to FATA, I know they won’t go so a 
politician who cannot go to his own home how can he go to any other tribal agency. I belong to 
Mohmand where the Salala Check Post is located, not even ordinary man can go there. I do not 
think that a politician would go for political rally (jalsa). But if they would have preferred tribal 
elected council it could be successful, because the tribal people can better understand each 
other. They can go to their people to inquire about their problems. The situation in tribal areas 
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is quite different. Every family had to have one person in the local Taliban groups. Therefore, 
those councilors would be in better position to talk with the local Taliban as they had their own 
tribesmen or even family members in ranks of Taliban. The second and third thing included in 
the recent amendment package is the amendments in FCR and FATA Tribunal. FATA Tribunal is 
same as Supreme Court for 10 million people of FATA.  
You people better know the political parties act. So I would discuss the FCR amendments. There 
are few major points to be discussed. There are various sections in FCR such as clause 33, 
clauses from 21 to 27 and from 8 to 11 of Jarga. If we combine all these sections we can get six 
areas, such as the arrested person should be presented in front of a magistrate, but Assistant 
Political Agent (APA) would be considered as magistrate. Then the minor, women and elders 
above 60 years are excluded from being arrested. The third major thing was to audit the budget 
in FATA which comes in the administrative sections. The other major thing was the collective 
responsibility which minimized from tribe to a family. The other thing was the arbitrary power 
of political agent to destroy the house or Hujra of any tribesman which was amended to 
compensate the owner of the destroyed house.  
Now after passing seven months there is no implementation of these reforms. We are not 
happy with this. There are still many minor in jails in FATA. I personally know a 13 years old 
Saddam of Mohmand Agency who is in Jail under FCR. He is infected by TB disease. In Khyber 
Agency Gul Shad is 80 years old and he has been arrested recently. Raza Khan, a lawyer went to 
the court of APA Rasool Khan in Mohmand Agency and said that APA has three prosecution 
lawyers but no one for defense. The lawyer backed his argument by these amendments in FCR. 
But the APA said that can you implement it. So this is the situation in FATA even after the 
recent amendments in FCR.  
Few days back there was a meeting with Governor Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in which we said that 
at least you should read the amendments before promulgation. Because President of Pakistan 
had no time to read what he is going to amend and for what purpose, he does not understand 
it because he do not know much about FATA. But the Governor is the agent of federation, he 
must read it. We left in protest without having a lunch.  
Tribunal is a very important point for which we met the Governor. A committee was 
constituted for reforms in the chairmanship of Justice Ajmal Mian which was consisted of other 
Supreme Court lawyers. The Committee recommended 63rd act to be extended in its entirety 
but only the political parties’ act was extended to FATA. According to the recommendations of 
the committee that FATA Tribunal will be chaired by a Retired High Court Judge. I would suggest 
that if there is no high court judge let the session judge to head the Tribunal. There are three 
members of the tribunal in which the chairman is an officer of grade 21 while the two other 
members are officers of grade 20. It was compulsory in the notification for one of the two 
members to be well familiar with the tribal customs, though it was not mentioned that he must 
be from FATA. The seat has been filled by a lawyer affiliated with Pakistan People’s Party (PPP). 
The third member is Akbar Khan who has retired a month before as FCR Commissioner. So 
whenever you want to appeal the decision of APA Court you need to go to Commissioner and 
then to FATA Tribunal. Tribunal is the Supreme Court of FATA and the Commissioner, who 
joined the Tribunal, had dealt with many cases during his Commissionership in FATA and how 
can one expect that he will give decision against his own verdicts. It is illegal for him to hear the 
same case in FATA Tribunal. That’s why we told the Governor that at least you should study the 
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reforms. Section 199 in Constitution of Pakistan gives right to go High Court in case of any 
violation of his right, even one can complain against the noise in his neighborhood. But this 
right has not given to the people of FATA under FATA Tribunal. The matter is that how can a 
bureaucrat retired after 60 years of age, deal the cases of 10 million people. There is a huge 
difference between the thinking of a bureaucrat and a Judge. So these were the new reforms 
which have been made for FATA. 
There is no short term solution through which we can solve 60% of the FATA problems. Because 
as I said in the very beginning that we should not ignore the national and international scenario. 
The current reforms were to be made in 2008 but some elements were creating hurdles. These 
hurdles were of both national and international nature and these forces compelled the 
government to enforce Civil Power Regulation (CPR) first. The CPR came in 2011 while it is 
enforced from 2008 with retrospect. 
I would suggest those things through which we can solve the problems of FATA. One of them is 
the separation of executive from judiciary. There must be separation in the administration and 
courts such as in settle areas. You cannot take the same problem to both the bureaucrat and 
the courts in settle areas. Through the separation of these two organs, the power of PA and 
APA can be curtailed. The APA can detain a minor for seven years, besides that he can award 
death penalty four times. He can also revoke his decision of death penalty. Apart from this we 
demanded the extension of jurisdiction of at least High Court to FATA. I said to my friends that 
if the jurisdiction of High Court would have been extended in August 2011, there must have 
been more than five hundred petitions in FATA Tribunal and High Court against PA and APA. But 
some national and international forces do not want any change in FATA and they want status 
quo because it is located on the border of Afghanistan and Afghanistan is the battle field for 
global wars. Some of the stakeholders want Afghanistan unstable and instability in Afghanistan 
and status quo in FATA is very necessary for them.  
FATA contributes a lot in the current situation in Afghanistan. We will say the truth openly on 
every forum that FATA is the main area which is being used for this game in Afghanistan by 
national and international forces. For this, we the lawyers community have been targeted 
across the country. Few days ago a lawyer has been killed in Mardan. We wish the same 
courage of telling truth in media and civil society. We should educate the people of FATA to 
articulate their demands as they are uneducated. After the extension of the jurisdiction of High 
Court to FATA I would stress on FATA Council. I personally oppose FATA as a separate province 
because it would be the same situation as it was in 1867 and 1901, as US and Israel want FATA 
a separate province so as to stay there when the NATO forces withdraw from Afghanistan and 
control the South and Central Asia. Unfortunately, FATA has 1700 kilometer long border 
between South Asia and Central Asia, due to which it has geo-strategic importance.  
The war is between the two international forces and the ultimate sufferers are the people of 
FATA. One can reach Europe from South Asia via Central Asia within 10 hours. For instance 
FATA suffered when Pakistan jumped into the war between Communism and Capitalism by 
justifying itself that it is going to protect the Warm Waters and now the geography is creating 
hurdles in the way of change in FATA. 
We have to challenge the tribunal and boycott it. In February the announcement of the tribunal 
was made but still it is not functioning. We have this practice that the lawyers in a group of 12 
visits the tribunal on daily basis to make sure it is dysfunctional. Two days back we have 
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challenged the tribunal in Peshawar High Court but unfortunately we got date of 24th May 
2012. We have already challenged 247 in Supreme Court but it uses the delaying tactics. We 
also challenged the CRP but the appeal was rejected. Let me talk about article 247 of the 
Constitution of Pakistan. As we are the part of Pakistan under article 1 of the constitution of 
Pakistan but none of the fundamental rights are extended to FATA. Then our parliamentarians 
cannot legislate for FATA, because the President is the sole authority to make laws for FATA 
under sub-article 4 of article 247 of the Constitution of Pakistan. Under sub-article 4 no one has 
the right to legislate for FATA. 
 

Iqbal Khyberwal 
I am not a law expert to analyze the legal developments in FATA but I have frequent interaction 
with the local people as I am settled in Landikotal. The people of FATA do not even know about 
the CPR as what type of law this is. We are educating the people of FATA regarding different 
laws and other things. 
I would say that CPR is more brutal than FCR. I worked under Tehreek-e-Qabayal (Movement of 
Tribesmen) since 1968 and from the very beginning we are demanding adult-franchise for the 
people of FATA. We are also demanding reduction in the power of Political Administration in 
FATA. We are awakening people of FATA. But now such laws (CPR) are equivalent to a joke with 
the people living in FATA. We have made FATA reforms Committee in 2000 in Jarga. Then we 
met with then Governor Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Iftikhar Hussain Shah and after eight month long 
brain storming we prepared a comprehensive draft of FATA reforms and then it was sent to 
President Musharraf through Governor and Musharraf recommended the package as a whole 
on 23 January 2002. I called it a complete package because it was made with consensus of all 
who participated in the debate.  
On one hand the powers of Political Administration were reduced and on the other hand these 
powers have been given to the people through Local Government. We also put forward many 
reforms as far as FCR is concerned. Even we changed the name of Frontier Crimes Regulation to 
FATA Crimes Regulations and suggested for each clause and sub-clause to be amended. Then 
we demanded law enforcing agencies and departments such as Levies and Khasadar forces to 
be organized properly.  
We have also drafted a judicial system which was according to tribal customs and traditions and 
was accepted later on but it was not enforced due to some circumstances. We converted that 
FATA Reforms Committee into FATA Reforms Movement where we demanded that same 
reforms which were recommended at the time of Musharraf be implemented in FATA. But the 
so-called people’s government of PPP brought reforms which are insufficient and contrary to 
basic human rights. The government played with sentiments of people of FATA because they 
are illiterate and unaware of their rights.  
These reforms have made the issue of FATA more complex. The people are still unaware of the 
reforms that whether these are sufficient or not. They do not know that even before the 
reforms the aged, women and children were exempted from being punished under FCR, though 
it was not mentioned in the FCR however these were moral and cultural understandings. Other 
thing is the collective responsibility, under which the whole tribe was being held responsible for 
the crime of an individual of that tribe, which was amended and now the responsibility is 
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minimized from tribe to a family. But unfortunately it has not been brought into practice till 
now. 
Under CPR anyone can be declared miscreant by an official, while no one can appeal or protest 
against the CPR, even no one can justify or defend oneself against these allegations. We were 
demanding to get rid of the FCR and unlimited political administration’s powers but this recent 
development in shape of CPR is worse than the previous two. Under the FCR forces were bound 
not to enter any house but now they can enter without any hesitation under the CPR. The 
forces personnel are mostly from Punjab and they do not know the tribal customs and norms. 
They do not know that entering a tribal house is a serious crime in the tribal society. But there 
are many cases of such incidents where forces entered tribal houses. We have been caught 
between the militants and the government brutality and are living the lives of hostages.  
Talking about reforms in FCR and other legal developments I would say that we do not need 
one sided reforms or only reforms in FCR. Justice Ajmal Mian worked on amendments in FCR 
only.  
According to my view, we can divide the opinion of people of FATA into three categories. One is 
the privileged class in FATA which is favoring the status quo in FATA. They have their own 
interests in the status quo. The second category can be the educated people of FATA living 
outside the FATA. They believe in the extension of Pakistan’s law completely to FATA as it is in 
settled areas. But they are ignoring the nature of the tribal society as well as they are ignoring 
the opinion of tribal people. The third category is from which I belong and it consists of the 
moderate class which believes in change in FATA but gradually.  
As I said that the power of political administration should be curtailed and shifted to the local 
government. Though the local government failed to deliver in the rest of Pakistan but still I 
would say that it is our need. This system can be made better by removing the flaws in it and 
after purifying this system we can implement it in FATA. There should be union council, Tehsil 
council and agency council. Above all these councils, there should be a Grand FATA Council with 
Executive and Legislative authority. FCR needs much more amendments to be made, and the 
recent few amendments are insufficient. The law enforcing agencies need to be well organized 
in which levies and khasadar forces should be well equipped and well trained. An independent 
judiciary which has the capacity to adjust our Jarga system should be extended. This judiciary 
must be independent and separated from the executive and it should be free from political 
administration interventions. So these were the demands which we put forward and we still 
feel that these demands should be fulfilled, and any reforms or amendments should be on the 
pattern which we had designed before. 
 
Samiullah Afridi 
I would say special thanks to Dr Sahib and his colleagues for arranging this seminar on this FATA 
related topic, because the people of FATA remained backward even after passage of 63 years. I 
would not be wrong if I say that since 1947 there are no plans for development and uplift in 
FATA. I accept that there are hurdles in the way of change in FATA. One of these hurdles is 
bureaucracy as they do not want change and development in FATA.  
Let me introduce FCR first for those who do not know about it. It is a regulation which was 
enforced in Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (then NWFP) and Baluchistan in 1901 by British. When 
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Pakistan came into being these regulations were removed from Baluchistan and Khyber 
Pukhtunkhwa. But unfortunately it remained intact in FATA. 
Now the question arises as why FCR is not acceptable to everyone and the answer is very 
simple that is FCR is contrary to the fundamental human rights. One can ask that how it is 
contrary to the fundamental human rights. It is contrary in the sense that a representative of 
Federal Government in FATA is the Political Agent of the agency. He has both the administrative 
and judicial authorities and his authority is unchallengeable. He is final authority in all affairs in 
FATA and can arrest anyone for unlimited period of time and without giving any reason. He also 
can prolong any illegal confinement. So no one can question the political administrator in FATA. 
There are 16 parliamentarians from FATA but they cannot legislate for FATA because the 
Constitution of Pakistan does not give them this right of legislation. 
I always use to say that none of the major political parties did anything for FATA. They just need 
to bring some basic amendments in the Constitution of Pakistan. One of our friends sitting here 
asked about the article 247. Let me explain that 247 is an article which snatched right of 
legislation from the Parliamentarians of FATA. Then according to this article none of the Act of 
Parliament is extendable and enforceable on FATA. Under this article the jurisdiction of 
Supreme Court and high court was not extended to FATA. 
The population of FATA is around 10 million populations in FATA but unfortunately they are 
deprived from basic human rights under the Constitution of Pakistan, besides there is no plan 
for uplift in FATA since 1947. In August when President Zardari made the recent amendments, 
the people of FATA were happy because they were hopeful that at least there would be 
separation of executive from judiciary. They were hopeful that they will get judicial and 
constitutional rights. But nothing was changed, because these amendments were not 
implemented so far. It should have been implemented soon after President of Pakistan signed. 
Now I would discuss the amendments made recently. According to these amendments the 
collective responsibility was minimized from tribe to a family. Then the right of the bail has 
been given to the people of FATA under these amendments but not implemented yet. I have 
personally suffered due to the right of bail. 
We were considering the FATA Tribunal equivalent to high court, but unfortunately the 
bureaucratic mind-set was inflicted in this tribunal. One of the three members of tribunal is a 
grade 21 retired official accompanied by two other members who are grade 20 officers. The 
two members are unaware of the tribal norms, customs and traditions. One of the members of 
tribunal was asked about Tiga (ceasefire), he was unaware of the term even. 
FATA Lawyers Forum would invite all FATA lawyers across the country to arrange a convention. 
I belong to Khyber Agency and I am a lawyer but in the Agency I have no right under FCR. 
Sometimes I think about myself that whether I am Pakistani or not? Because the Constitution of 
Pakistan has not even gave me the fundamental rights. We are not equal in rights to other 
citizens living in rest of Pakistan. Even the minorities living in Pakistan have more rights than the 
people of FATA, because the minorities can go to high courts or Supreme Court and we cannot 
go these courts to seek justice. So people of FATA have been treated discriminately from the 
very beginning.  
In the rest of the Pakistan in case of any loss the victims are being compensated while from the 
last 10 years there is a continuous war in FATA where no one was compensated for men and 
material losses. Though there is no proper media coverage but still we have many reports of 
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men and material losses in FATA which have never been compensated. Last time when Swat 
was flooded, people were given compensation for their losses and various funds including 
President’s Fund, Prime Minister’s Fund and Governor’s Fund were set up for people of Swat. 
For the last many years FATA is suffering due to war on terror but no fund was set up to 
compensate these people even after billions of dollars were recovered from the US. At least the 
Governor of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa should compensate the war affected areas of FATA, because 
he is the sole responsible of all administrative affairs of FATA. The governor never pays heed to 
the men and material losses of FATA. In the same way the President has never inquired about 
the reasons of the killings of the people of FATA.  
The condition of IDPs is very bad in Jalozai Camp where about thousands of people are living. 
The displaced people of FATA are struggling to get the IDP status so that they could get some 
assistance. If this discrimination remains with the people of FATA then they may declare their 
accession with Afghanistan. It would lead to another Baluchistan. Being a high court lawyer I 
cannot raise any matter related to FATA in the court. So how can I feel the citizenship of 
Pakistan? The situation today is totally different from the time FCR was enforced in FATA. There 
are doctors, lawyers and other educated people in FATA now. So FCR is totally irrelevant in 
present days. That’s why we are opposing the FCR. 
FCR is much better than CPR because the operating forces in FATA including Frontier Corps (FC) 
and regular forces are authorized to arrest or confine any one. Since the arrest started in 2008 
so the CPR has been implemented from the date. All detentions after 2008 became legal under 
CPR. Apart from that the forces can capture any building for their use without any notification. 
The forces can make any place as an internment centre. But no internment centre was officially 
declared so far. We can better collect reports from daily newspapers where people are arrested 
daily even from the settled districts of Pakistan. But the rate of detention is very high in FATA. 
Few days back 15 youngsters were killed at some undisclosed location in FATA and when there 
is no judicial setup how can we call these extra judicial killings. I do not know that why FATA has 
been ignored that much.  
I daily receive calls from various jails including Haripur Jail, D. I. Khan Jail and Kohat Jail for help 
and Alhumdulillah I helped many to get them released. Even I helped many to get released 
from concentration camps of FC with the help of special committee which was established on 
the recommendation of Chief Justice of Pakistan. However these arrests are continuing even 
now. 
Under the Civil Power Regulation the witness of an official is sufficient for declaring anyone 
guilty. The authority of death penalty was also given to Army under the CPR. 
We were hopeful for any positive changes under existing laws and regulations but 
unfortunately we have been caught in more complexity. 
I would request the media persons to highlight the issues related to FATA on national and 
international level. 
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Press Clippings 
 

 
 
 

April 2, 2012 

Govt failed to implement recent reforms in FATA, amendments in FCR after passage of six 

months.  Government has failed to implement the recent reforms in Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas (FATA) and amendments in Frontier Crime Regulation (FCR) even after passage of 
more than six months, which is causing frustration among people. It is imperative to ensure 
early implementation on these reforms to give relief to people of tribal areas. This was 
consensus of cross sections of society during a seminar on  FCR Amendments: A way forward or 
hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA  held with FRC President Dr Ashraf Ali in the chair. 
Ijaz Mohmand, President FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF), Iqbal Khyberwal, President FATA Reforms 
Movement (FRM), Samiullah Afridi Secretary General FLF, Executive Director FRC Saifullah 
Khan, Director FRC Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the seminar, which was attended by 
people from all walks of life including lawyers, politicians, educationists, journalists and civil 
society activists who in length discussed FATA Reforms and amendments in FCR. The 
participants of the seminar were of the view that an international conspiracy is being hatched 
in FATA where all national and international players are active to protect their own interests 
and they are not ready to give any place to national interest of Pakistan. FATA is a bordering 
area between Central and South Asia and this geo-strategic importance is the only sin of tribal 
people. The seminar was informed that during Musharraf regime in 2000 a FATA Reforms 
Committee was constituted which after eight month long brain storming prepared a 
comprehensive reforms package. The package was approved by Musharraf in 2002, but this 
package was not implemented and now Government in spite of looking some other side must 
ensure implementation on this reforms package. The Government has failed to implement the 
Reforms and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other force to interfere 
in their affairs in FATA, the participants maintained, adding that the there are many parallel 
forces operating in FATA because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room to other and 
ultimate sufferers are people of tribal areas. Reforms should not be made in haste as no short 
term plan will succeed in FATA and the Government should give relief to people in tribal areas 
and take them into confidence for reforms and amendments in FCR. Ijaz Mohmand, President 
FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF) rejected the status of separate province for FATA saying that the US 
and Israel are eager to see FATA a separate province through which they wants to control 
whole Central and South Asia. As a first step Government should give a local government 
system to tribal areas, but it should be elected through adult-franchise not by selection like in 
the past. Secondly the judiciary should be separated from executive to ensure speedy justice, 
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besides government give a FATA Council, an elected Assembly and make amendments in FCR 
keeping in view the basic human rights , Ijaz demanded.  We struggled for reforms in tribal 
areas but not such reforms where security forces can arrest anyone without reason and give 
him solitary confinement and even hang him without any trial and if any person raises voice for 
this he will also be treated as terrorist, he revealed. Under FATA reforms security forces cannot 
arrest any woman, old man or child, but still there are children below 15 and old men up to 80 
years of age in different jails and other concentration camps and their number is in hundreds, 
he disclosed, adding that why government is silent over these violations of human rights. He 
was of the view that people who do not know anything about FATA are at the helm of affairs as 
Prime Minister Gilani announced that he has repealed FCR, because the annulment of FCR 
means imposition of Sharia in tribal areas. He said that extension of Political Parties Act will not 
serve the cause of tribal people as political parties are not capable to start political activities in 
FATA because politicians who cannot go to their home, how can then enter into political 
process. FATA Council will be guarantee for initiation of political process because it will bring 
local acceptable people on forefront. Iqbal Khyberwal, of FATA Reforms Movement termed 
recent amendments in FCR as salt rubbing on wounds of tribal people. In spite of giving any 
relief government put tribal people hand tied in front of vultures.  There are three mindsets in 
FATA, one is favoring status-quo for its own sake, another mindset consisting of tribal people 
living in settled areas, who want imposition of laws at once while third consists of moderates 
who want a better solution of the problem, Iqbal Khyberwal revealed. He suggested 
constitution of a Grand FATA Council to represent for governing in tribal areas, broader and 
better amendments in FCR and capacity building and organization of law enforcement agencies 
and an independent judiciary in tribal areas. Samiullah Afridi of FLF was of the view that people 
of FATA are backward and no effort was made during the last 65 years to bring them into 
mainstream or involve them in socio economic process of the country.  Bureaucracy is the main 
hurdle in development and empowerment of tribal people because it is not ready to give 
powers to people for sake of hiding their own corruption, Afridi maintained. FCR was enacted in 
1901 by British, but unfortunately after independence no government tried to repeal this 
notorious law which is totally against the basic human rights, he said, adding that elected 
people from FATA have also failed to play their role. If situation remained the same and people 
of FATA were not given their rights to live freely and get involved in economic activities, they 
will be forced to announce their merger with Afghanistan, he cautioned. Earlier in his welcome 
address Dr Ashraf Ali highlighted the importance of amendments in FATA saying that rejection 
of reforms and amendments will not serve the interest of people of FATA.  We must take it as 
the first drop of rain and work to get more and better reforms for tribal areas. The participants 
of the seminar were of the view that Government should take back the recently made 
amendments in FCR and FATA Reforms and take people of FATA into confidence for better 
solution of the problem. They demanded the extension of jurisdiction of Supreme Court of 
Pakistan and High Courts to FATA, which would allow people to appeal against the decisions of 
political administration given against them. If jurisdiction of High Court would have been 
extended to tribal areas at this time thousands of petitions would be there. It took Federal 
Government three years to announce reforms for FATA and amend the FCR because the vested 
interest forces are not ready to compromise on their interests, the move in this regard was 
made in 2008 and announcement was made in 2011 but implementation is yet a dream. 
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Friday, March 30, 2012 

Govt fails to implement reforms in FATA, FCR laws: The government has failed to implement 
reforms in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and amendments in the Frontier 
Crime Regulation (FCR) even after the passage of more than six months.  This was a consensus 
of opinion during a seminar on FCR Amendments: A Way Forward or Hurdle for Peace and 
Development in FATA. The seminar was held with FATA Research Centre (FRC) President Dr 
Ashraf Ali in the chair. FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF) President Ijaz Mohmand, FATA Reforms 
Movement (FRM) President Iqbal Khyberwal, FLF General Secretary Samiullah Afridi, FRC 
Executive Director Saifullah Khan and FRC Director Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the 
seminar, which was attended by lawyers, politicians, educationists, journalists and civil society 
activists. It is imperative to ensure early implementation of these reforms to give relief to 
people of Tribal Areas, they said.  The participants of the seminar were of the view that an 
international conspiracy was being hatched in FATA where all national and international players 
were active to protect their own interests and they were not ready to give any place to the 
national interests of Pakistan. FATA is a border area between Central and South Asia and this 
geo-strategic importance is the only sin of the tribal people, they said. The seminar was 
informed that in 2000, a FATA Reforms Committee was constituted which prepared a 
comprehensive reforms package after eight-month-long brainstorming. The package was 
approved by former president Pervez Musharraf in 2002, but this package was not 
implemented and now the government in spite of looking at some other side must ensure 
implementation of this reforms package. The government has failed to implement the reforms 
and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other force to interfere in their 
affairs in FATA, the participants maintained, adding that the there are many parallel forces 
operating in FATA because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room to other and 
ultimate sufferers are the people of Tribal Areas. Ijaz Mohmand rejected the status of a 
separate province for FATA, saying that the US and Israel were eager to see FATA as a separate 
province through which they want to control the whole Central and South Asia. Samiullah Afridi 
of the FLF was of the view that the people of FATA were backward and no effort had been 
made during the last 65 years to bring them into the mainstream or involve them in socio-
economic process of the country. FCR was enacted in 1901 by Britain but unfortunately after 
independence no government tried to repeal this notorious law which is totally against basic 
human rights, he said, adding that the elected people from FATA had also failed to play their 
due role. “If the situation remained the same and the people of FATA were not given their 
rights to live freely and get involved in economic activities, they will be forced to announce 
their merger with Afghanistan,” he cautioned. Earlier in his welcome address, Dr Ashraf Ali 
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highlighted the importance of amendments in FATA, saying that rejection of reforms and 
amendments will not serve the interest of the people of FATA. “We must take it as the first 
drop of rain and work to get more and better reforms for the Tribal Areas,” he said. The 
participants of the seminar were of the view that the government should take back the recently 
introduced amendments to the FCR and FATA reforms and take the people of the areas into 
confidence for better solution of the problem. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

RECORDER REPORT 
March 30, 2012  

The government has failed to implement the recent reforms in Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas (Fata) and amendments to Frontier Crime Regulation (FCR) even after passage of more 
than six months, which is causing frustration among people. It is imperative to ensure early 
implementation on these reforms to give relief to people of tribal areas. This was consensus of 
cross sections of society during a seminar on "FCR Amendments: A way forward or hurdle for 
Peace and Development in Fata" held with FRC President Dr Ashraf Ali in the chair. Ijaz 
Mohmand, President Fata Lawyers Forum (FLF), Iqbal Khyberwal, President Fata Reforms 
Movement (FRM), Samiullah Afridi Secretary General FLF, Executive Director FRC Saifullah 
Khan, Director FRC Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the seminar, which was attended by 
people from all walks of life including lawyers, politicians, educationists, journalists and civil 
society activists who in length discussed Fata Reforms and amendments to FCR. The 
participants of the seminar were of the view that an international conspiracy is being hatched 
in Fata where all national and international players are active to protect their own interests and 
they are not ready to give any place to national interest of Pakistan. Fata is a bordering area 
between Central and South Asia and this geo-strategic importance is the only sin of tribal 
people. The seminar was informed that during Musharraf regime in 2000 a Fata Reforms 
Committee was constituted which after eight month long brain storming prepared a 
comprehensive reforms package. The package was approved by Musharraf in 2002, but this 
package was not implemented and now government in spite of looking some other side must 
ensure implementation on this reforms package. The government has failed to implement the 
Reforms and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other force to interfere 
in their affairs in Fata, the participants maintained, adding that the there are many parallel 
forces operating in Fata because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room to other and 
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ultimate sufferers are people of tribal areas. Reforms should not be made in haste as no short 
term plan will succeed in Fata and the Government should give relief to people in tribal areas 
and take them into confidence for reforms and amendments in FCR. Ijaz Mohmand, President 
Fata Lawyers Forum (FLF) rejected the status of separate province for Fata saying that the US 
and Israel are eager to see Fata a separate province through which they wants to control whole 
Central and South Asia. "As a first step the government should give a local government system 
to tribal areas, but it should be elected through adult-franchise not by selection like in the past. 
Secondly the judiciary should be separated from executive to ensure speedy justice, besides 
government give a Fata Council, an elected Assembly and make amendments in FCR keeping in 
view the basic human rights," Ijaz said. Under Fata reforms security forces cannot arrest any 
woman, old man or child, but still there are children below 15 and old men up to 80 years of 
age in different jails and other concentration camps and their number is in hundreds, he 
disclosed, adding that why government is silent over these violations of human rights. 
He was of the view that people who do not know anything about Fata are at the helm of affairs 
as Prime Minister Gilani announced that he has repealed FCR, because the annulment of FCR 
means imposition of Sharia in tribal areas. He said that extension of Political Parties Act will not 
serve the cause of tribal people as political parties are not capable to start political activities in 
Fata because politicians who cannot go to their home, how can then enter into political 
process. Fata Council will be guarantee for initiation of political process because it will bring 
local acceptable people on forefront. Iqbal Khyberwal, of Fata Reforms Movement termed 
recent amendments in FCR as salt rubbing on wounds of tribal people. 
In spite of giving any relief government put tribal people hand tied in front of vultures. 
He Samiullah Afridi of FLF was of the view that people of Fata are backward and no effort was 
made during the last 65 years to bring them into mainstream or involve them in socio economic 
process of the country. 

 

Monday, April 02, 2012 

Govt fails to implement FATA, FCR reforms: Speakers 

Islamabad—Government has failed to implement the recent reforms in Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas (FATA) and amendments in Frontier Crime Regulation (FCR) even after passage of 
more than six months, which is causing frustration among people. It is imperative to ensure 
early implementation on these reforms to give relief to people of tribal areas. This was 
consensus of cross sections of society during a seminar on “FCR Amendments: A way forward or 
hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA” held with FRC President Dr Ashraf Ali in the chair. 
Ijaz Mohmand, President FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF), Iqbal Khyberwal, President FATA Reforms 
Movement (FRM), Samiullah Afridi Secretary General FLF, Executive Director FRC Saifullah 
Khan, Director FRC Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the seminar, which was attended by 
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people from all walks of life including lawyers, politicians, educationists, journalists and civil 

society activists who in length discussed FATA Reforms and amendments in FCR. The 
participants of the seminar were of the view that an international conspiracy is being hatched 
in FATA where all national and international players are active to protect their own interests 
and they are not ready to give any place to national interest of Pakistan. FATA is a bordering 
area between Central and South Asia and this geo-strategic importance is the only sin of tribal 
people. The seminar was informed that during Musharraf regime in 2000 a FATA Reforms 
Committee was constituted which after eight month long brainstorming prepared a 
comprehensive reforms package. Musharraf approved the package in 2002, but this package 
was not implemented and now Government in spite of looking some other side must ensure 
implementation on this reforms package. The Government has failed to implement the 
Reforms and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other force to interfere 
in their affairs in FATA, the participants maintained, adding that the there are many parallel 
forces operating in FATA because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room to other and 
ultimate sufferers are people of tribal areas. Reforms should not be made in haste as no short-
term plan will succeed in FATA and the Government should give relief to people in tribal areas 

and take them into confidence for reforms and amendments in FCR. Ijaz Mohmand, President 
FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF) rejected the status of separate province for FATA saying that the US 
and Israel are eager to see FATA a separate province through which they wants to control 
whole Central and South Asia. 

 

 

March 30, 2012 

Govt fails to implement FATA, FCR reforms: Speakers 

Islamabad—Government has failed to implement the recent reforms in Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas (FATA) and amendments in Frontier Crime Regulation (FCR) even after passage of 
more than six months, which is causing frustration among people. It is imperative to ensure 
early implementation on these reforms to give relief to people of tribal areas. This was 
consensus of cross sections of society during a seminar on “FCR Amendments: A way forward or 
hurdle for Peace and Development in FATA” held with FRC President Dr Ashraf Ali in the chair. 
Ijaz Mohmand, President FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF), Iqbal Khyberwal, President FATA Reforms 
Movement (FRM), Samiullah Afridi Secretary General FLF, Executive Director FRC Saifullah 
Khan, Director FRC Mansur Khan Mahsud addressed the seminar, which was attended by 
people from all walks of life including lawyers, politicians, educationists, journalists and civil 
society activists who in length discussed FATA Reforms and amendments in FCR. The 
participants of the seminar were of the view that an international conspiracy is being hatched 
in FATA where all national and international players are active to protect their own interests 
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and they are not ready to give any place to national interest of Pakistan. FATA is a bordering 
area between Central and South Asia and this geo-strategic importance is the only sin of tribal 
people. The seminar was informed that during Musharraf regime in 2000 a FATA Reforms 
Committee was constituted which after eight month long brainstorming prepared a 
comprehensive reforms package. Musharraf approved the package in 2002, but this package 
was not implemented and now Government in spite of looking some other side must ensure 
implementation on this reforms package. The Government has failed to implement the Reforms 
and amendments as security forces are not ready to allow any other force to interfere in their 
affairs in FATA, the participants maintained, adding that the there are many parallel forces 
operating in FATA because of Afghanistan and no one is ready to give room to other and 
ultimate sufferers are people of tribal areas. Reforms should not be made in haste as no short-
term plan will succeed in FATA and the Government should give relief to people in tribal areas 
and take them into confidence for reforms and amendments in FCR. Ijaz Mohmand, President 
FATA Lawyers Forum (FLF) rejected the status of separate province for FATA saying that the US 
and Israel are eager to see FATA a separate province through which they wants to control 
whole Central and South Asia. 

 

RADIO BURAQ REPORT 
29, March 2012 

Amjad Zareen, Radio Buraq, Islamabad 
Yesterday a seminar was held in FRC about the implementation of the amendments in FCR. 
FCR: Prospects and Challenges was the core topic of the seminar.  
While addressing the seminar FATA Lawyers Forum Ijaz said, “There were three things in the 
August package; one was the Extension of Political Parties Act to FATA, which is insufficient, 
second was the amendment in the FCR, the third was the FATA Tribunal which is very 
important, because it is considered as Supreme Court for the 10 million people of FATA. Even 
after passing seven months it is yet to be implemented. We asked the Governor of Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa that at least he has to study the reforms package because it has been made after 
63 years. If Zardari could not read or understand FATA the Governor must read it.” The 
Separation of Judiciary from Executive is very necessary. Besides that the jurisdiction of 
Supreme Court and High Court must be extended to FATA.” 
Representative of FATA Reforms Movement Iqbal Khyberwal, “the recent amendment in FCR 
cannot bring any progress in FATA. The FCR amendment is insufficient because we have been 
waited for so long time. These amendments cannot change the existing system in FATA. We 
were struggling to reduce the power of political agent but the CPR brought more worries for us. 
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The power of political administration in FATA should be transferred to the local government. 
Though the local government was not that much successful in the rest of Pakistan but for FATA 
it is the only solution of their problems. FCR should be amended. Apart from it the law 
enforcing agencies should be organized in FATA. The judiciary, free from Executive, should 
adjust the Jarga in it.  
General Secretary of FATA Lawyers Forum Samiullah Afridi said, “FCR is contrary to the basic 
human rights. Since Pakistan has been created FATA remained ignored. The basic reason behind 
this ignorance is the bureaucrats because they do not want any change in FATA. They do not 
people of FATA educated. FCR is contrary to the fundamental human rights. The political Agent 
performs both administrative and judiciary functions. The MNAs from FATA cannot legislate for 
FATA because the constitution of Pakistan does not give them this right. The rights given to the 
people of FATA do not depict clearly whether they are the citizen of Pakistan or not, because 
the minorities in Pakistan have more rights than the people of FATA. The minorities can go to 
Supreme Court and High Court but the people of FATA cannot go to these courts.” 
The people of FATA are in dire need of amendments in FCR. If the amendments are not 

acceptable to them then there should an alternative which should be according to their desires. 
 


